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5e SRD:Wererat - D&D Wiki
Wererats (alternately known as ratmen) are lycanthropes common
in urban areas . Wererats could transform into giant rats A
wererat in humanoid form tended to.
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A wererat is a therianthropic creature in the shape of a rat.
The term is a neologism coined in analogy to werewolf, used in
the fantasy or horror genre since the.
Wererat - Wikipedia
If you threw a wererat into a spiked pit trap, it could also
take damage from the spikes. The spikes are part of the trap,
trap damage covered in.
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The wererat can use its action to polymorph into a
rat-humanoid hybrid or into a giant rat, or back into its true
form, which is humanoid. Its statistics, other than its.
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A wererat Wererat operates much like a thieves' guild, with
wererats transmitting their curse only to creatures they
Wererat to induct into the clan. Solitary wererats are either
sole survivors or engaged in mischief. As the sample wererat
is a 2nd level rogue, it has the trapfinding class feature.
Hiseyesconstantlydartaround,andhisnoseandmouthmaytwitchifheisexci
Nothing can pass through the sewers and escape their
attention. This is the only time Wererat are voluntarily .
Inallthreeforms,wereratsrelyonweaponsfortheirattacks,Wereratshort
is the Turtles' sensei and adoptive father.
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